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it is a telugu movie named 'yakeen' which was released on august 24, 2015. it is directed by rajamouli ramesh. deva katta is playing the lead role
while the other actors include jiiva, allu sirish, brahmanandam, vennela kishore, dasari narayana rao, jhansi ramesh, manchu manoj and others. the
film is produced by rajamouli ramesh and gopichand malineni. the hindi language is widely spoken. more than 405 million people around the world
speak this language. for those hindi speaker whose telugu is not strong, translating hindi to telugu could be quite difficult. many websites provide
services to translate telugu for a few dollars. while it is a good idea to pay for translating lots of text (such as books, articles) and for professional
service, there is no point paying for commonly used sentences, greeting messages, and other informal use. for these purposes, this tool can be
used. you can copy the translated text and then share them either on social media such as facebook, twitter or email it to your friends or family.

they may think you telugu speaking cool kids. if you have any suggestions, and the translated sentence is way too funny then please share with us
on our facebook page. finally, don't forget to give us a like and share it on facebook with your loved one. the 10th century philosophical group, the
ikhwan as-safa, argue that the truest audio art is the voice of god, which the prophet moses heard at sinai. when moses heard the voice, he moved
beyond the need for earthly music. based on this moment, the ikhwan as-safa believe that human audio arts are necessary echoes to remind us of
the true music. the 15th century persian mystical poet jami says that in the quran, when god says he is blowing life into the form of man (38:72) it

should be understood that human beings are the first musical instrument. the famous sufi poet rumi (13th century) also plays with the idea of
human beings as musical instruments. he opens his work the mathnawi, perhaps one of his most famous poems, with the lines, listen to the reed

as it tells a tale/ a tale of separation, a statement on the human condition of removal from the divine. it is also argued that the prophet david (who
authored the psalms according to muslims) and the prophet solomon both had beautiful voices and sang freely.
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Khuzāʾāt is a genre of Sufism in the form
of beautifully written, yet short and to
the point, Sufi poetry. Many of the Sufi
qawāʾid have been composed by their
master, but many others have been

composed by unknown authors. My brief
point is that a great deal of these

writings have survived in takhyīḍ, the
lost epic poems of the Sufis. The word
takhyīḍ, or “captivating recital,” refers
to a different type of poem that may or
may not include some of the elements

of what we call poetry, although
perhaps parts of them. The takhyīḍ is
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structured differently from the
“modern” type of prose poetry (khāṣaṣ)

and is considered by many to be a
rather oral form. However, since poetry
is considered a rather oral medium, the

“written takhyīḍ” does not lose its
appeal. This verse is found in several

takhyīḍs and in most if not all the
Yakeen takhyīḍs, as well as in the Akbari

takhyīḍs which were written by
Nizamuddin Auliya, the grandson of the
founder of the Chishti Order. The former

poem is written in a language that is
different from that of the late 13th-
century Sufis and we can trace this
verse to that period by comparing it
with other takhyīḍs in the early 16th
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century. It is important to keep in mind
that just because a verse occurs in

several takhyīḍs from different periods,
that does not mean that the verse was

not included in the original order. A poet
is free to change his takhyīḍ at any time
without violating the text’s originality.
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